3rd Annual

Guru Rinpoche

Bhum Tsok

100,000 Accumulation Merit Offering Ceremony

For

World Peace

Organized by

Drikung Dharma Surya Center

and

CATA

Capital Area Tibetan Association
dctibetan.org

SCHEDULE

Friday Evening

March 20, 2020 at 6 ~ 8 PM

Saturday and Sunday

March 21 & 22 at 10AM ~ 5 PM

Bhum Tsok Ganachakra Puja

The 3-day puja ceremony is the offering of 100,000 compassionate recitations to invoke the blessings of Guru Rinpoche Padmasambhava. The Peaceful Padmasambhava prayer is very powerful for transforming anger and impure objects in the mind to manifest as purified perception of non-dual, liberated thought. There are great benefits of vast merit, wisdom, and bodhicitta realization to remove outer, inner, and secret obstacles. The merit of the practice is then dedicated to the long-life of H.H. Dalai Lama and all other holy masters, as well as, all loved ones and beings for the benefit of world peace.

Public is welcomed to join the pujas and items of fruit, flowers, and small finger foods will be placed on the altar and offered to all beings at the conclusion of the two and one-half day puja.

For more information please contact: drikungdharmasurya@gmail.com
Fawn Bui: 703.623.5492
Lance David Bergerson: 443.794.5560
CATA: catatibet@gmail.com
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